much more needs to be done to clarify what is acceptable regarding DVD manipulation and usage for all educational stakeholders.
The subsequent articles address a wide range of interdisciplinary interests and agendas, confirming the importance of DVDs for future research. Minako O'Hagan's contribution focuses on language support functionality and outlines the type of language options commonly provided on DVD film titles, while examining the changes introduced by DVDs in relation to translation requirements, together with new possibilities opening up for translation research.
Similar to the way Lev Manovich and other new media theorists draw their inspiration from early cinema to explain the dynamics of new media, Tom Brown applies Tom Gunning's wellknown notion of 'cinema of attractions', identifying parallels with socalled primitive cinema in terms of exhibitionism, technology display and the prevalence of direct address, to explain how DVD add-ons create new ways of connecting with global texts like The Lion King. In his detailed case study, Brown explains how the DVD ancillary promotional material can be read as an intratext, which in many ways simulates the specific attractions of a Disney theme park.
Pavel Skopal follows a similar trajectory with his study of the Lord of the Rings franchise. Nobody disputes the economic importance of the home DVD market, which often exceeds box office receipts particularly with these multimedia franchise productions, but with the repurposing of various editions for different niche markets including television, they help alter the reception of film and require detailed examination. For instance as Skopal notes New Line Entertainment sold over 20 million copies of The Fellowship of the Rings in four versions (on the North American market), furthermore, Brookey earlier mentions how Amazon.com offers 16 different DVD products from the franchise, which is extraordinary by any measure of marketing success. Pat Brereton and Barbara O'Connor provide a contrasting focus with a study of audience research into how young people actually use the medium, which was carried out in Ireland recently. Arguing against the notion that new media is also a passive entertainment media, the authors test the claim that young people develop important skills using DVDs and are of the view that media literacy debates must be based on an understanding and legitimating of young peoples' use patterns and pleasures. While documenting Irish teenagers' attitudes towards the technology, this article goes on to outline areas where DVD add-ons can actively encourage direct film education. As Charlotte Brunsdon and many others affirm, contemporary media studies must converge with new media if it is to understand the complexity of the DVD format. These themed articles signal a range of possibilities for future convergence and research in this area of film studies. Hopefully, they also suggest how to break down arbitrary disciplinary divisions within the academy, which are necessary to inform discussion and debate around new media production and consumption. We hope this dialogue will continue and help refine many of our preconceptions around the cinema of the future as it is repackaged through DVD and later formats.
